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MAYNARDS BACK TO SCHOOL
Knowing that our Maynards Facebook page fans are at the age where going back to school elicits feelings 
of  bitterness, we wanted to give them something to make going back a little bit sweeter. One lucky winner 
received a hand crafted Maynards back to school textbook, and a generous supply of  Maynards candy to 
fill it with for some seriously sneaky snacking.





THE HIVE ALIVE
The Hive believes in Inventing What’s Right. This positioning governed every piece of  work we did and defined how 
we approached problems.  It also let existing and potential clients know that we believed in big ideas that didn’t always 
follow the traditional mediums of  advertising, and modes of  thought.  Combining my love for fashion and The Hive, 
I pitched several concepts for clothing that were to be a physical manifestation of  the agency and its beliefs.  
The garments were to be created with the local sustainable clothing line KOTN and distributed to current and 
potential clients to generate some buzz.

T H E  H I V E 



1 Invent What’s Right X ___________: This concept highlighted the taste makers 
of  the Hive by having each member of  the team showcase their take on Inventing 
What is Right

2
Actually Inventing What’s Right: Influenced by street style, this 
concept takes classic garments and enhances them to make them work in 
more ways than one. Examples include a tee with two storage pockets, tee 
with a drawstring hood and long sleeve tee with attached scarf

3 Walking Idea: An inventor never knows when an idea will strike, but this shirt 
ensures they are always ready. With a built in note pad and pen they will never 
be stuck. If  worst comes to worst- the t-shirt itself  can be used as a note pad due to its 
fabrication from extra smooth cotton
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6
Invented What’s Right: At one point in time, the basic tee did not ex-
ist. Then someone created a pattern and stitched it together to create this 
staple of  human apparel. This concept is an homage to that

4 Real Bee Tee: Bees are awesome and necessary for the survival of  the human 
race and we want to keep them around with these tees. Photographic floral 
patterns are inspired to attract bees while proceeds from the sales of  this tee 
would go to bee preservation efforts

5 IWR: Inventing What’s Right means collaborating to create what is right.  This
concept celebrates the power of  connections by spelling out our acronym with various 
elements of  visual communication (this example includes raised braille I, a binary W 
and a Phoenician R) to create a visual puzzleX

1010111. .



HEINEKEN ICE BREAKER
To bring the Heineken Open Your World campaign to life at an experiential level and challenge 
our target to literally open their world we created the Heineken Ice Breaker. This event leveraged 
the existing platform, celebrated the new Heineken ice towers, and best of  all, created a 
branded experience. 



X

Towards the end of the night some super lucky attendees 
are going to win their way to the ultimate Ice Breaker at 
the Ice Hotel itself.  

And all through the night BA’s with Ipads help attendees 
capture the memory and share some serious bragging 
rights on Instagram and Facebook.  

#icebreaker #twobecameone   #coldest.beer.ever.
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X

One party features a quality DJ, green light show, Heineken from new ice towers and a 
sexy club feel.  

46

The other has a bluegrass band performing live, hanging lights, Heineken from new ice 
towers and more of an urban hipster vibe. 

47

Both parties go strong for a while until, at an appointed time, the attendee’s bracelets start flashing between 
red and green.  This prompts the ‘ice to be broken’ and the large walls separating the two parties come down 
revealing a central stage and large bar made of ice serving Heineken’s from the coldest Ice Towers the world 
has ever seen.  The band and DJ have now mashed up their sound and the two crowds mix together to give 
the party a serious boost.  

48

Upon arrival guests were to be given either a 
red or green wristband.  Green bracelets 
meant go left. Red go right. Behind the doors 
were two very different parties separated by a 
large ice wall. One side featured a DJ while the 
other featured a folk band. After the party was 
well underway, the wristbands started flashing, 
signalling it was time for the ice wall to come 
down (via destruction by guests or the 
logistically nightmare free ‘projected ice wall 
curtain’). Either way, the two worlds collided 
as the crowds, and bands, came together to get 
the party started.



X

At Tier A accounts we will Break the Ice with a unique engagement designed to bring 
adventurers together.  Brand Ambassadors will set up a special Heineken Photo Booth.  
What’s so special?  This particular booth only takes pictures of pairs of strangers.  Two 
lines will converge at the booth where strangers will Break the Ice by posing for a series of 
snaps with their new bestie.  

TIER A
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Inspired by the ‘EVE’ business card holder in the recent 
Heineken ‘CITIES’ spot, we will create elegant card holders 
that contain five business cards with very odd job titles perfect 
for starting conversations.  

no beer
change backgrounds

Through the magic of green screen they will be enjoying 
Heineken worthy adventures in exotic locales.  And through 
the magic of social media these fun pics will be shared out on 
Heineken’s Facebook and Instagram pages.  

And a few of these strangers will be lucky enough to win tickets 
to the Heineken Ice Breaker party in their city. 

no beer
change backgrounds

Through the magic of green screen they will be enjoying 
Heineken worthy adventures in exotic locales.  And through 
the magic of social media these fun pics will be shared out on 
Heineken’s Facebook and Instagram pages.  

And a few of these strangers will be lucky enough to win tickets 
to the Heineken Ice Breaker party in their city. 

There will also be a sixth card that will drive people to 
Facebook for their chance to enter the Ice Hotel contest.
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Inspired by the ‘EVE’ business card holder in the recent 
Heineken ‘CITIES’ spot, we will create elegant card holders 
that contain five business cards with very odd job titles perfect 
for starting conversations.  

To keep the idea alive at bars across the 
country photo booths with two separate lines 
brought strangers together to take a selfie that 
took them on a global adventure (leveraging 
the power of  those magical Heineken hued 
green screens). Blank business cards that tied 
in to the Open Your World spot were also 
dispersed at bars as a way to initiate interesting 
conversations between strangers, and help 
them break the ice.



WONDER BREAD GOES DIGITAL
The Wonder Bread brand underwent a major re-brand and re-launch in the winter of  2014 with The Greatest 
Thing Since campaign. To bring the brand to the digital space, a place it had never been before, we created an easy 
to navigate microsite that housed all the product and nutritional information.  We also needed to get the brand on 
social media and get consumers involved in the feel-good momentum of  the campaign.  To do so we devised five 
platform specific creative pillars to launch content under.



www.wonderbread.ca

www.facebook.com/wonderbreadcanada

www.twitter.com/wonderbreadca

http://www.wonderbread.ca
https://www.facebook.com/maynardscanada 
https://www.facebook.com/maynardscanada 


1 The Greatest Thing Since: Employed appetizing product photography (shot in 
house) to drive home the emotional sentiment and campaign equity 2

# Wonder Recipes: The new packaging had simple graphic recipes 
and we brought this inspiration to the digital space, creating a small data-
base of  extremely simple but unique recipes

3 #Wonderfuller Wednesdays: Featured fun branded content, posted
every Wednesday to ignite a smile or two mid week 4 Sandwiching the News: Utilized the nature of  Twitter to latch onto 

positive news stories, spreading the feel good message with a Wonder twist



5
Seasonal Specials: Leveraged prime sandwich seasons, back to school being 
an example of  one.  We celebrated this sandwich making season with a simple 
Facebook contest. Fans could guess the sandwich for a chance to win a Wonder 
branded lunch box created for the contest. For a low cost we got our page 
talking and created sought-after merchandise that complimented our product



MAGNUM +
To bring the pleasurable experience of  eating a Magnum bar to the luxury seeking target we created a celebrity 
curated subscription service available online through Tumblr, at high end retailers and via a Magnum ice cream truck. 
More than a box, each exclusive package was a premium sensory experience, inspired by the 8 rich chocolate 
flavours of  Magnum. Curators include tastemakers and style icons that our target looked up to including Susur Lee, 
Pink Tartan and the Coveteur girls. Each hand picked item would come in a luxury collectible box complete with a letter 
from the curator.



X
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M + TUMBLR   
TO HARNESS THE SOCIAL POTENTIAL OF THE ONLINE EXPERIENCE, M + 

will be designed and housed in Tumblr rather than a microsite. Here 

Michelle can learn about the collection, see who the potential 

collaborators, naturally share and reblog and through a simple and 

universal e-commerce mechanic like PayPal can subscribe to receive 

the collection or just one box should she choose. 
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This idea can extend into retail partnerships as well. You can image 

if for special occasions like the holidays we partnered with Shoppers 

Drug Mart or even Saks to create unique one-of-a-kind curated boxes 

based on their brands. Of course, Michelle can sample Magnum bars 

and buy the M + collaboration right there on the spot. 
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To generate more interest for the M+ line, we could create a 

Magnum-ized ice cream truck, classical music and all that moves 

from city to city. 

This could appear at specific events during Fashion Week, celebrate 

specific launches, like parking outside of LEE and allow Michelle to 

try a Magnum bar, subscribe to the service or simply buy a box. 



X
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M + SUSUR LEE

47
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M + PINK TARTAN
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M + PINK TARTAN

48

M + PINK TARTAN



DUREX JACK OHHHH’ LANTERNS
Over lunch one day we got to talking about Halloween content for Durex.  It wasn’t an ask but we knew we didn’t 
want to let Durex go dark during this sexy holiday.  So came the idea for Jack Ohhhh’ Lanterns, a twist on the classic 
Jack O’ Lantern.  Instead of  featuring scary faces, these pumpkins had oooooh faces, thanks to Durex of  course.  
We extended the fun to our Facebook fans by creating 5 downloadable stencils (that really worked) while promoting 
a corresponding Durex product.  





THE HIVE DOES MOVEMBER
To raise money and awareness for Movember we decided to get to the root of  the problem and encourage 
men to donate their razors and let their moustaches grow free.  For every razor we received we donated $2 
to the cause. Over the course of  6 weeks the razor tally grew, as displayed in our windows and on our Twitter 
feed. The Hive received over 2500 razors, from staff, clients and passersby and raised over $5000.  At the 
same time we were able to donate all the new razors to shelters in the city. Win win.

T H E  H I V E 



X
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MAYNARDS WHERE YOU BEANZ?!
To introduce new Maynards Beanz to candy consuming Canadians we created 10 short consecutive interactive 
YouTube pre-roll videos.  At the same time, we wanted to leverage the momentum (and budget) of  the Beanz launch 
to revise the entire Maynards content strategy.  The communication objectives were straightforward, introduce the new 
candy (format and flavour) and drive to our video experience and new/existing social media channels . To do so we 
created a content mix with 3 tools and devised a strategy that advised when and where to use each tool.



1 ‘I Beanz’ video contenthttps://www.youtube.com/user/MaynardscandyCanada

https://www.youtube.com/user/MaynardscandyCanada


2 Candy only GIF content





3 I BEANZ memes/
#WhereyouBeanz 
engagement

April 12 GOT new season: 
Tell me #whereyoubeanz watching for a chance to win free 
Maynards Swedish Berries Beanz!

Breaking news for the future. I Beanz on Tumblr. 
#whereyoubeanz.  
Check it out http://maynardscandy.tumblr.com/



As part of  the launch we created 
a new microsite on Tumblr to 
house all of  our bit size content as
well as give visitors the ability to 
view content by product.http://maynardscandy.tumblr.com/

http://maynardscandy.tumblr.com/


VF THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
I hope you enjoyed viewing my work as much as I enjoyed 
creating it.  I look forward to hearing back from you!


